MANUEL VALDIVIA
We follow the same way, as we did in [4] for result a), to prove Lemma Proof. -Clearly, it is sufficient to carry out the proof when x^ 1=-0, n = 1,2,..., which we are going to suppose. Let / be the linear mapping of I 2 into E such that ||1/2.
fW)= ^ a,(x,/||xj| 1 / 2 ) .
Since {X 2^ Xy) converges to the origin and ^ \~^ < °°, then V || x^ \\ and, therefore, Proof. -Since E has infinite dimension, we can choose a sequence {y^} in E, y^ ^ 0, n = 1 , 2 ,. . . , with infinite dimensional linear hull, such that the closed absolutely convex hull of the sequence {y^} contains {x^}, and so that, for every positive integer p, the sequence {X^^} converges to the origin. By induction we select an increasing sequence of positive numbers {n} setting L et^=(^/ll^ll)II^JI^=^_l+l,^_l+2,...,^,^=l,2,..., HQ = 0. The closed absolutely convex hull of the sequence {z^} contains {^}, ||z^ || > ll^+i II, n = 1 , 2 ,. . . , and, for every positive integer p, the sequence U^z^} converges to the origin. We construct, by induction, a family of sequences in E,{z^}, q = 1 , 2 , ... We set z^ = z^ , n = 1 , 2 ,... We suppose the sequence {z} already constructed. Let Zqn(q) be the first non-zero element of this sequence. If H^ is a hyperplane in E, orthogonal to Zqn(q), passing through the origin, we represent by z^q^-^n the orthogonal projection of z^ onto
Hq. Clearly, we can choose a positive integer p^ such that ^ Xp^ < 1.
then the sequence {u^} is orthogonal. Given any positive number r we obtain a positive integer r^ such that n^r^) < r < ^(^ + 1). We can set^0
If (x , y) is the inner product of any two elements x, y E E, then (z^, u^) = ^(^, z^), and so hence the closed absolutely convex hull of {u^} contains Zy and, therefore, it contains {x^ }. Finally, for every pair of positive integers p and q, we get
and, therefore, the sequence { \F u^s converges to the origin. Q.E.D.
Markushevich proves in [1] that every separable infinitedimensional Banach space has a basis in the wide sense, (see also [2] p. 116). In Lemma 3 we shall give a more general result than the one given above. We shall need it later. Proof. -Let {>"} be a bounded total sequence in E. Let /be the linear mapping from I 2 into E such that, if{a^}G/ 2 ,
If q is a continuous seminorm in E, then q (y^) < c, n = 1 , 2 , . . . , and, therefore, 2) There is in P' [a(P' , F)] a countable total set which is equicontinuous in F.
3) // u is an infective linear mapping from F into F, with closed graph, then u is continuous.
If E is an infinite-dimensional Banach space then E is the inductive limit of a family of spaces equal to F, spanning E.
Proof. -According to Lemma 3 we construct a Markushevich basis {x^ , u^s for E so that the sequence {x^} is bounded. Since in the proof of Lemma 3 we chose the sequence {t^} with the unique conditions that it is total in F^aCF^F)] and linearly independent, we can suppose, according to property 2), that{^} is in the linear hull of an equicontinuous set in F. We determine a sequence {\J of positive integers, strictly increasing, such that the sequence {X^1 u^} be equicontinuous in F. Let M be the a(F' , F)-closed absolutely convex hull of{X^1^}. Let § be the family of all the sequences of E holding the two following properties : a) If{^}^ § then, for every positive integer p, the sequence {X^j^} converges to the origin in E. j3) If {^}^ S and {a^ },{&"} are two different bounded sequences 00 00
of K then Y ^nYn and ^ ^nYn are different points of E.
w==l n=l
Given an element {y^} = s G § we define a linear mapping fy from F into E so that, for every x G F, from here, fy is well-defined and transforms M°, which is a neighbourhood of the origin in F, in a bounded set of E, hence fy is continuous. According to property j3) the mapping fy is injective. Then, if Ey = fy (F) we can give to Ey a topology %y, finer than the induced topology by E, such that E^[%^] can be identified with the space F. Let us see now that E is the locally convex hull of the family of spaces {E^[%J : s Eg}. Let U be an absorbing absolutely convex set in E such that, for every s G S, U H E^ is a neighbourhood of the origin in EJ%J. Let us suppose that U is not a neighbourhood of the origin in E. We take z^ G E, ||z^ || = X^1. Let w^ be an element of E' such that <w^,z^)= 1. Supposing constructed {w^, z^}^=i so that <w^,z^> = 1, <w^,Zp) = 0, m ^ p, m, p = 1 ,2 ,. . . , n, let _ n = n ^w (0)-Since U H H^ is not a neighbourhood of the origin in H^ , for the induced topology by E, we choose z^ +1 G H^ , ,+i^U, ||z,^|| =^; (n+1 2 ) , and in E'w^, such <w,^ ,z,^)= 1
and <w^+i , z^ > = 0, m = 1,2,...,^. If y^ = X^ z^ the sequence ' * = ^?i^ belongs to S and, therefore, U H E^. is a neighbourhood of the origin in EJ%J. The sequence {\^1 x^} converges to the origin in F, from here the sequence {fy (X^1 x^)} = {X^1 y^} = {z^} converges to the origin in E^[%J and, therefore, there is a positive integer nŝ uch that z^ G U H Ey , for n ^ n^ , which is a contradiction. Given a point z G E, z ^ 0, the sequence {z^} can be constructed so that z ! = (\/IMI)^ and, therefore, E = U{E^ : 5G §}. Let us see now that the family {E^ : s^=.' §} is directed by inclusion. Let s^ and s^ be two elements of S so that ^ = {^}, ^2 = ^^ • we P^ ^/i-i On the other hand V X^2 < °° and I (x , ^ > | < a, n = 1 , 2 , . . ., »= i hence if follows that y is in the linear hull of A. Reasoning in an analogous way for the case when y is in E^ , we have that the linear hull of A contains E^ U E^ .By Lemma 1 there is in E a weakly compact absolutely convex set B such that Eg is a Hilbert space and in Eg{^} is a sequence so that, for every positive integer p, {X^ r^} converges to the origin. By Lemma 2 we find an orthogonal sequence {q^} in Eg which has the property a) and its closed absolutely convex hull contains {^}. Let s^ =={q^}. Since {q^} is orthogonal in Eg we have that {q^} has the property j3), from here s^ CES?. Let us see now that E^ D E^ U Ey ; it is sufficient to prove that Ey contains the closed absolutely convex hull P of the sequence {q^}. If z G P it is obvious that
Since {x^} is a bounded sequence in the sequentially complete space 00 F, then ^ c^x^ belongs to F and, therefore, =1 Proof. -If the topology of E is the finest locally convex topology, then E is the inductive limit of the finite-dimensional subspaces of E. In the other case, E is the inductive limit of a family of infinite-dimensional Banach spaces spanning E, and, therefore, it is enough to make the proof for the case that E is an infinite-dimensional Banach space. We take F, in Theorem 1, equal to (D^, which is nuclear and separable, and its topology is defined by a countable family of norms, and so properties 1), 2) and 3) of Theorem 1 hold, hence E is the inductive limit of a family of spaces equal to S)^, spanning E.
Q.E.D. Let C be a compact set in Sl with non-empty interior. Then (Dî s a subspace of (D(Sl) and {f^} is total and linearly independent in <D^, being also equicontinuous in (D^. We apply now Lemma 3 and we obtain from {^} a Markushevich basis {x^, u^} forCD^, such that {x^} is bounded in S)^, and also in CD(S2). Obviously {^} is total in CD' (^2). On the other hand if u is a linear mapping from 1)W into CD(^2), with closed graph, then u is continuous, (see [3] , p. 17). Following now the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1, the conclusion of the theorem is obtained.
Q.E.D. 
